“PARTNERING WITH YOU IN
STRENGTHENING AUSTRALIA”

Case Study on
WORKSHOP FLOOR REPAIRS

FLOOR PROTECTION SYSTEMS CASE STUDY

Company profile
Epoxy Solutions is the culmination of over 40 years of experience in the manufacturing and
application of various epoxy resins. We have learnt how to adapt epoxy blends to specifically suit
the purpose to improve quality and increase value.
We pride ourselves on our technical expertise and how it knits well with the practical experience
gained working on large underground mining projects to the smallest specialised project.

The Situation
Industrial workshop floors take a beating. If the floor is not being damaged by cleaning chemicals
and hydrocarbons, it’s the heavy tracked machines, trucks and tools that so often destroy the
concrete surface. This then exposes steel fibre reinforcing or large reinforcing, which oxidises and
leads to further decay of the concrete and ultimately failure of the concrete slab.
Damaged workshop floors also often present a list of hazards such as a tripping or a collection
point for cleaning chemicals or water to pond. The photo below illustrates the extent of damage
often see in industrial workshops.

Photo showing concrete damage from heavy machinery
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The Solution
Epoxy Solutions have formulated a grout that is hard wearing, easy to install, chemical resistant
and fast curing. The grout is filled with hard aggregates, which improves its wearability. Strengths
over 100 MPa are achieved, which in most cases is more than triple that of the concrete floor.
Firstly the floor is prepared using concrete breakers and shot blast machines. All surface laitance
and or lose material is removed to expose good sound concrete for the epoxy to bond to. Once
the floor is ready the specialised grout is activated and poured into the divots and hole. The selflevelling properties ensure an even finish over the floor.

Photo showing properties of CHEMRITE

TM

SL Grout

Once the grout has filled all the voids and the damaged concrete if brought back to level, another
coat of epoxy is applied.
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TM

Photo showing properties of CHEMRITE

SL Epoxy

Finally, a slip resistant coat is applied. This coat is filled with slip-resistant additive to make the
surface more aggressive. As shown in the photo below, the slip-resistant additive has improved
the slip-resistant of the floor. It does however make it more difficult to clean, so one has to be
careful how aggressive the floor should be.

Photo showing slip resistant coating
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Photo showing slip resistant coating
Following the slip-resistant coat, a further coat of epoxy is applied to lock it all in place. This coat
TM
will provide the floor with the final finish. As the CHEMRITE range of coatings can be coloured
to many colours, add-ons such as letters, danger signs and walkways can easily be painted to the
epoxy surface.

Benefits
Costs of replacing assets that have deteriorated due to poor maintenance can set a business
back significantly. Along with the significant cost of the asset replacement is the loss of revenue
from the down time that may be caused by workshops being unsafe or not useable. However,
using Epoxy Solutions to propose a system to protect and maintain your workshop floor will assist
you in reducing downtime and maintain a clean safe workplace.
In summary the benefits of using Epoxy Solutions:
•

A product formulated for a specific purpose. CHEMRITE
following properties:

TM

SL epoxy grout has the

o

Excellent structural properties (much stronger than concrete)

o

Self-levelling characteristics

o

Fast curing

o

Can be applied in thin layers (unlike cementitious systems that need more
thickness)

o

Excellent adhesion

o

Excellent chemical resistance

o

Good colour stability

•

One contact (preparation, product and application)

•

Epoxy Solutions will provide a maintenance schedule to prolong the life of the asset.
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